DUFFLE RG
Travel Bag with wheel system and telescopic handle

IP 67
PS620C

Telescopic handle

PD620

Telescopic bar
Hook for locking, on both sides

Tear-resistant PD620 fabric
Padded shoulder and carrying straps

Indication of volume in liters

Please find information on IP symbols on our info sheet or at www.ortlieb.com/ip-symbols

PRODUCT INFO

TIZIP zip
Outer mesh pocket with zip
(not waterproof)
Internal foam pad
Abrasion-resistant Cordura base
Threaded wheels with exchangable
ball bearings

height cm/in

width cm/in.

depth cm/in.

vol. L/cu.in.

weight g/oz.

23/9

55/21.6

35/13.7

34/2074

2800/98.8

27.2/10.7

68/26.7

40/15.7

60/3661

3250/114.7

29.5/11.6

83/32.6

40/15.7

85/5187

3450/121.8

Wire loop for locking with padlock
(padlock not included)

SPECIFICATIONS:
+ Waterproof lightweight heavy duty expedition and travel bag in three sizes with wheel system and telescopic handle
+ Perfect for trekking, travel, expedition, individual travelling
+ 34 L version suitable as carry-on luggage with most airlines
+ Extremely abrasion and tear-resistant fabric
+ Long waterproof TIZIP zipper with large opening for easy access
+ Outer mesh pocket with zipper (not waterproof)
+ Indication of volume in liters on side of the bag
+ Adjustable telescopic handle for comfortable pulling
+ Padded removable shoulder straps (backpack function)
+ 90 mm large threaded outdoor wheels with high clearance in rough terrain
+ Aluminium base between wheels for protection of bag‘s base
+ Padded base for high stability when fully loaded
+ Bag can be locked by using a padlock and inserting it through wire loop provided at end of zipper (lock not included)
Contents: Duffle with shoulder straps, wheel system and telescopic handle
Note: When not in use the Duffle RS should be stored upright or flat and not rolled-up or folded.
Note: In order to reach protection standard IP67 (6= dustproof, 7= protected against penetration of water during temporary immersion,
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depth 1 meter/39 inch, lower edge of product, duration 30 minutes) the zipper must be entirely closed.
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